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obtaining professional competences at a new working place. The treatise starts with a rather modest statement of its secondariness: in its author's words, Hugo Grotius' doctrine of the natural right was developed so well that in a number of areas of this discipline his followers had only to polish some minute particulars (Pufendorf calls his own treatise specilegii laborem, a work of one who gathers the ears). Actually, a lavish harvest grew out of these ears: Pufendorf presented himself not only as a follower of Grotius, but as his opponent as well; the main target of his criticism was the Grotian category of appetitus societatis, an instinct of the positive According to Grotius, the foundation of the natural good consists in the social nature of man; good and fair are things, which contribute to the preservation and multiplication of the species (gemeene goed, haers geslachts vorteeling) 13 . Thus, the right has a social nature -implying a fundamental difference between Grotius and Hobbes, who emphasized the distance between right and obligation. The revision of the Hobbesian theory of obligation and the recognition of the social nature of right allows Grotius to create his theory of international right, the possibility of which Hobbes denied.
In the dense intellectual milieu of the Netherlands and Northern Germany, full of 25 , who constituted the standard of the epistemological accuracy: just this synthesis of the Aristotelian apodeixis, axiomatic acribia, characteristic to the geometrical method, and Cartesian model of the scientific certainty, was supposed to become a standard of the moral science. In Pufendorf's opinion, the indeterminacy of the epistemological status of the moral disciplines is due to a misunderstanding: the majority of authors sustained the groundless position that in order to raise the discipline to the rank of an apodeictic science its objects should be entia necessaria, necessary existing entities 26 . The accidental historical events and facts evidently cannot be considered as such; this led the philosophers to the conclusion that moral disciplines are not sciences in the strict sense of the word, i.e. they do not fit the criteria set forth by Aristotle in the Posterior analytics. But Pufendorf suggested the subject of the demonstrative proof to be not a simple term, but an enunciation (enunciatio) as a whole; therefore, the necessary connection (necessaria connexio) of the terms of enunciation is sufficient for the exactness of the proof.
Thus Pufendorf resolved Aristotle's aporia of the scientia de singularibus; still, the problem set by the Hobbesian mathesis politica -that of the semantic instability of the categories applicable to the analysis of entia moralia in the state of nature -remained unresolved. Let us remember that this instability in Hobbes correlated to the impossibility of a natural sociability: just because the common interest in the prepolitical state is dissolved in the sum of the private interests, 24 'Ista haec quidem utcunque tolerabilia videri possent, si duntaxat per modum hypotheseos assumerentur' (Pufendorf S. So, the moral sciences necessarily demonstrate only the inherence of the quality to the subject -whereas the 'intensiveness' of the moral qualities depends on the human arbitrariness.
Thus Pufendorf substituted, to use Vico's words, the iron rule of mathematical certainty by the commercial regula Lesbia, which adjusts itself to the object measured instead of forcing it; the things involved in the commercial processes are considered as equal to each other, the difference between them being purely conventional: Commercial politics made a particularly successful career in the United Provinces of Netherlands.
In the Netherlands, the economic interpretation of sociability constituted the basis of the so-called commercial republicanism, the most prominent representatives of which were the brothers Johan and Pieter De la Court. They studied political science at Leiden University: the indefinite epistemological grounds -except for rather vague references to the experience, we cannot find any sound 'discourse of method' in the de la Courts' political writings. Still, in the method of the de la Courts' political science we can clearly discern the coordinates of the 
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the patterns of social behavior, or social habits, in human nature made the introspection a privileged method of social investigation. The two most prominent 17 th century theoreticians of the civil science -Th. Hobbes and G. Vico -both supported the revealing potential of the introspection: the first, giving an original interpretation of the gnothi seauton-principle (Read thy self in order to discover the passions and thoughts of all other men) 37 , the latter, pretending to 'find the principles of the social world within the modifications of our own mind' 38 . Since the history of mankind is compressed into the human body, analytics of the faculties can provide us with the principles of sociability. Thus the theories of sociability turned out to be intertwined with the progress of cognizione and the history of ideas in the early modern sense of the term 39 .
Galiani defines reflexion as the driving force behind socialization; by means of reflexion Difficile cosa però è ritrovare gli accennati libri di Ferrosi, e di Robortello, e ciò perchè noi Italiani abbiamo posto in obblio i nostri migliori Autori del xv. secolo per corer dietro agli Autori moderni, i quali nelle scienze, e nelle arti lisingano con la perniciosa facilità le menti pigre, e tutto ad un tempo ambiziose di apparire sapient, onde poi la Repubblica si è riempiuta di falsi sapienti. I Filosofi de' nostri giorni si contentano di andar brancolando nelle conoscenze particolari, e pratiche della Fisica, e non sieguono altra Geometria, che una Geometria abituale, e meccanica, in tutto opposta alla Metafisica, e pongono in non cale quella Metafisica, la quale è sola valevole a formare una mente universale nelle sceinze tutte 43 .
Sinking into the oblivion of Platonic metaphysics, which aims at forming 'the universal man' (formar l'uomo universale), was fraught with heavy scientific consequences, which, among other things blurred the vision of the pillars of sociability. Instead of an insatiable deficit of mutual acknowledgment and total distrust, the conduct of the men is guided by 'abstract ratiocination' and compassion: 43 Doria P. M. Il capitano filosofo. Parte prima. Napoli: Angelo Vocola, 1739. P. 37.
Metafisico formi nella sua mente le idee delle passioni, delle afflizioni, che gli altri uomini sentono nell'animo quando da altri vengono o con malizia, o con violenza afflitti nelle loro case, e formano altresì l'idea del dolore, che sentono gli altri uomini, quando vengono dale percosse tormentati nel corpo 44 .
The main threat to Doria's 'virtuous politic' was, along with the Cartesian 'hypothetic metaphysics', the 'commercial politic', imported from England and the Netherlands by the Neapolitan Epicureans -manifest as well as hidden threats (e.g., Celestino Galiani). Doria 'quell'amore innato eziandio, che abbiamo verso i propri figloli, i quali miriamo come quelli, in cui abbiamo riposte tutta la speranza della nostra propagazione, figliola du quest'innato desiderio, che abbiamo di prolungare la nostra vita, e la memoria di noi stessi' 47 . However, love and sympathy for the 'innocent children' (innocenti fanciulli) are not generated by the sentimental mood: the concern for posterity is motivated by the innate 'idea of the eternal and the infinite' (idea dell'eterno, e dell'infinito): in our children, we see the image of our immortality. In this regard, Doria's point of view is substantially different not only from that of the 'New science', the concern for posterity emerges only after the postdiluvian exiccation of the times. We can rank among these problems the opposition of two mainstream directions in the historiography of politics, analyzed in details by Pocock: historical-juridical one, focusing on the man a subject of rights (natural law paradigm, to put it in Pocock's words) 72 , and the history of republican (civil) humanism, which considers man chiefly as a subject of virtus. In fact: the unwillingness to consider virtus as an important factor of the social integration is characteristic not only to the 'commercial republicanism', but also to the natural right doctrines of the epoch; their common premise is the anthropological reduction, neutralization of the both cognitive and integrative impetus, acting beyond purely egocentric Hobbesian instincts, be it Machiavellian virtù or Doria's virtus platonica. However, there was also a third way, in opposition both to the practical Platonism, jusnaturalistic theories and commercial politics: that proposed by G. Vico, 
